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Communication Design 
for Interactive Media I
P1: Manifestos

Instructor: Aidan Rowe · aidan.rowe@ualberta.ca · 492-8591 · Office Hours: By Appointment

Project Goal

Project 1 is an introduction to the organization of a website, the development 

of a usable navigation system and the design of engaging and appropriate 

content for the web.

Topic: Manifestos

Manifestos have served a variety of purposes through history. In the first 

instance they have served as a means to clarify and define an individual’s or 

group’s position, secondly they have served as a means of publicly stating 

this position to the public. Manifestos have generally served political, 

artistic and more recently technological audiences. From the Declaration 

of Independence to First Things First, from the Communist to the Futurist 

Manifestos, these documents have served as a means of measuring and 

declaring the intentions of avant-garde groups. You will design a website 

that explores the background, historical importance of, topics related to and 

implications of a manifesto. The manifesto should be historically significant 

and focused on an interesting and engaging topic (hopefully to both you 

and the viewer). The goal of the website is to serve as a means of com-

municating the integral components, history, members of and goals of 

the manifesto to an outside audience. Importantly consider the goals and 

philosophies of you manifesto, how can you use technology, interactivity 

and experience to further these?

Instructor must approve selection prior to the development of your site. 

Requirements

You will be responsible for the following:

1. Written Proposal, Site Map, Prototype, Wireframe, and Mock-ups

· Background research that explains the topics that will appear on the site

· A site map

· An HTML prototype

· Wireframes, 2 variations for homepage and 2 variations for content page

· 2 Full colour mock-ups for the homepage, one for a second-level page. 

(It is critical that you develop a detailed structure for your content: what 

will your headings look like? How will the info be structured? Etc.)

2. Design and building of a site that includes

· A homepage and 4-6 content pages

· 5-7 top level links

· the site must be 3 levels in depth from at least two of the top level pages

Evaluation criteria include, but are not limited to:

a) Quality of proposed response to the project brief

b) Quality of technical components

c) Quality / quantity of class participation 

Schedule

Sept. 04 Project Assigned

Sept. 16 Proposals Due

Sept. 18 Site Maps Due

Sept. 23 Prototypes Due

Sept. 25 Wireframes Due

Oct. 02 Mock-ups Due

Oct. 16 Final Project Due/Crit

NOTE

Projects may be revised for 

the final portfolio, but the final 

grade will be a combination 

devised from the original and 

revised versions.


